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Abstract
Text simplification as a research field has received attention in recent years for English and other languages, however,
German text simplification techniques are lacking thus far. We present an unsupervised simplification approach for
German texts using reinforcement learning (self-critical sequence training). Our main contributions are the adaption
of an existing method for English, the selection and creation of German corpora for this task and the customization of
rewards for particular aspects of the German language. In our paper, we describe our system and an evaluation,
including still present issues and problems due to the complexity of the German language, as well as directions for
future research.

1. Introduction

Automatic text simplification (ATS) is a research
field in computational linguistics. The objective of
text simplification is the modification of texts in a
way to make them simpler to read and understand
for the target audience. Thus, helping people with
low literacy levels, mentally impaired people and
children (Al-Thanyyan and Azmi, 2022; Evans et al.,
2014; Watanabe et al., 2009). It is closely related
to other natural language processing (NLP) tasks
such as text summarization.

With the advancements in deep learning, recent
research addresses ATS as a mono-lingual ma-
chine translation problem (Mallinson et al., 2020):
Translating a text with complex linguistic properties
into a text with simple linguistic properties in the
same language. For this, large-scale simplification
datasets are needed. Such parallel datasets are
not widely available for most languages, including
German.

This work uses the approach from Laban et al.
(2021) (referred to as KiS in this work) and adapts it
to the German language. The approach bypasses
the need for parallel datasets by using training
based on reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton and
Barto, 2018) and rewards regarding the criteria sim-
plicity, meaning preservation and fluency, that are
jointly optimized. Since German text simplifica-
tion data is limited, the dependency on a large par-
allel simplification dataset is circumvented using
this training method. This work presents the first
unsupervised ATS approach for German and one
of the first, to the authors’ knowledge, that simpli-
fies on a paragraph-level. Source code, model,
datasets and evaluation data are available under
https://github.com/LFruth/unsupervis
ed-german-ts.

2. Background

Linguistic complexity, a key objective in ATS, con-
sists of lexical simplicity, replacing difficult words
with simpler expressions (Carroll et al., 1998; La-
ban et al., 2021; Keskisärkkä, 2012), and syntac-
tic simplicity, rewriting texts into simpler and more
understandable sentences (Saggion, 2017; Alva-
Manchego et al., 2019).

ATS can also be addressed through the lens of
machine translation (MT), where a complex text is
translated into a text of the same language with
simpler linguistic properties (Coster and Kauchak,
2011; Specia, 2010).

With the introduction of transformer-based mod-
els and large-scale parallel simplification corpora
such as WikiLarge (Zhang and Lapata, 2017) and
Newsela (Xu et al., 2015) new approaches like
ACCESS (Martin et al., 2019) have been pro-
posed. For instance, ACCESS (Martin et al., 2019)
presents a sentence simplification methodology
wherein the authors introduced a parametrization
mechanism to control the compression rate, the
paraphrase amount, and the strength of lexical
and syntactic simplification. While there also exist
some larger datasets for Spanish text simplifica-
tion (Agrawal and Carpuat, 2019), other languages,
including German, only have very limited parallel
datasets that are mostly insufficient to train a simpli-
fication model in a MT fashion (Naderi et al., 2019;
Battisti et al., 2020; Rios et al., 2021; Säuberli et al.,
2020; Spring et al., 2021).

An early approach for German used rule-based
simplification (Suter et al., 2016), whereas another
method chose a zero-shot cross-lingual technique,
that was implemented to handle the lack in datasets
(Mallinson et al., 2020). Reinforcement learning is
applied in unsupervised models, e.g. in Zhang

https://github.com/LFruth/unsupervised-german-ts
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and Lapata (2017), using the framework REIN-
FORCE (Williams, 1992), also deployed in Naka-
machi et al. (2020) with an LSTM encoder-decoder
model. Newer approaches such as Anschütz et al.
(2023) using style-specific pre-training also work
on the lack in parallel data.

3. Method

In the following section, we describe our model ar-
chitecture GUTS, short for German Unsupervised
Text Simplification. We followed the work of KiS
from Laban et al. (2021) and adapted it to simplify
German paragraphs. We used the same training
method k-SCST, an extension of self-critical se-
quence training (SCST) (Rennie et al., 2017), which
is based on the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams,
1992).

3.1. Architecture

Figure 1: GUTS Learning architecture with k-SCST

Figure 1 displays how the generator learns: First
k simplification candidates are sampled from the
generator model, conditioned on an original para-
graph. These candidates are then scored accord-
ing to the reward. From the resulting rewards
RS1, RS2, ..., RSk the mean reward R̄S is calcu-
lated as a baseline for the loss. The loss is com-
puted as the difference between individual candi-
date rewards and the baseline, with candidates
having rewards above the baseline contributing
more to optimization. The probability of gener-
ating a word p(wSj

i |...) is conditioned on the in-
put paragraph P and previously generated words
wSj

<i = wSj
1 , ...wSj

i−1.

3.2. Rewards

The approach used in this work – adopted from
(Laban et al., 2021) – can be described as a non-
differentiable reward maximization problem. For
each original paragraph P and its corresponding
generated simplification S, scores in the range of

[0, 1] are obtained for simplicity, meaning preserva-
tion, fluency, and some guardrails. These individ-
ual reward scores are then combined into a single
reward using a scoring function.

R =

N∑
i=0

Wi log(si) (1)

Here R denotes the total reward for a simplifica-
tion. N is the number of individual scores of the
reward, and si describes an individual score with its
assigned weight Wi. This way, not every score has
the same impact on the overall reward. A drawback
of this scoring function is that the guardrail scores
cannot zero the score since log(0) is undefined. To
work around this, these scores are either set to
0.0001 or 0.9999 instead.

We used the reward scores from Laban et al.
(2021) and adapted them to the German language.
In the following, only the scores that function dif-
ferently are explained. Small changes and adapta-
tions of the other scores are outlined in A.2.

3.2.1. Meaning Preservation

To measure how well the meaning is preserved
in the generated simplification, a novel approach
is presented. First, each sentence from the sim-
plification S is aligned to the most similar sen-
tence from the original paragraph P using sen-
tence transformer representations (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019). By aligning these sentences,
operations like sentence splitting are considered.
The aligned sentences are then compared and
scored with BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020), to
make use of contextual similarity between them
and consider synonymity. For every sentence of
P , the F1 BERTScore is computed for the aligned
sentences of S. smeaning is calculated as follows:∑

(seP ,seS)∈aligned FBERT (se
P , seS)

|aligned|+ |unaligned|
(2)

where aligned denotes the set of aligned sentence
pairs from the original paragraph and the system’s
simplification, with the original seP and simplified
sentence seS . The sum of the F1 BERTScores
of each sentence-pair is divided by the number
of aligned sentences |aligned| and unaligned sen-
tences |unaligned|. The set of unaligned sen-
tences contains original and simplified sentences
that were not semantically related to another sen-
tence. Sentences from P that had no matching
simplification sentence are penalized because it is
assumed that information was lost during simplifica-
tion. Unaligned simplified sentences that were not
semantically related to any original sentence are
also penalized since they are assumed to contain
unnecessary or hallucinated content.
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3.2.2. Hallucination Detection

A common problem for text generation tasks like
ATS or summarization are factual inconsistencies.
An important requirement for these tasks is that
the facts from the generated text match the source
text (Fischer, 2021), also referred to as faithfulness
(Cao et al., 2018). In this work, we only focus
on detecting the addition of named entities. First,
all named entities from the generated simplifica-
tion are extracted. Second, the BERTScore library
(Zhang et al., 2020) is used to obtain the words from
P with the highest similarity to each extracted entity.
Next, the similarity value from the most related word
in the original paragraph is selected for each de-
tected entity. This value is then compared against
a threshold. If the BERTScore similarity falls below
this threshold, a hallucination is detected and the
score shallucination returns 0. Otherwise, it returns
1. Figure 3 in the appendix shows an example of
the described score.

3.2.3. Article Repetition Penalty

To counter the cheating of the language model
fluency score described in section A.2.3, another
guardrail score was introduced that detects and pe-
nalizes the repetition of German articles like “der”,
“die”, “das”. This score was introduced for this ap-
proach since the generator was abusing the repeti-
tion of high probable articles to artifically increase
sfluency. The score is set to 0 if three or more arti-
cles appear in a sequence, else it returns 1.

4. Experiments

For the generator, a German version of the medium
GPT-2 model GerPT-2 (Minixhofer, 2020) was used
for the experiments. More details about the training
process are presented in the appendix.

4.1. Data
To test and tune the parameters of the reward
scores two datasets have been used as a refer-
ence. We used the TextComplexityDE dataset
(Naderi et al., 2019), which contains a total of 1019
sentences with simplifications, and a manually col-
lected dataset of parallel articles from the web-
site “Gemeinnützige Werkstätten und Wohnstät-
ten” (Gemeinnützige Werkstätten und Wohnstätten
- GWW, 2023). The latter is referred to as the GWW
dataset and was created for this work. The GWW
dataset was manually created by the authors for this
work by aligning original articles with their simplified
versions from the website. The dataset consists of
52 parallel articles, mainly texts for disabled people
containing information and help about topics like
work or living.

For the training of the generator, a dataset of
short paragraphs extracted from Wikipedia articles
has been generated. The raw Wikipedia articles
were extracted from German Wikipedia dumps.

For the evaluation we used a dataset based on
TextComplexityDE that was manually assembled,
where the authors combined individual sentences
to create 52 paragraphs. Besides the TextComplex-
ityDE dataset, 300 paragraphs from the training
dataset of Wikipedia articles have been randomly
selected. This subset contains articles that are
linguistically more diverse and difficult than those
from the TextComplexityDE dataset, but have no
reference simplification.

4.2. Evaluation
Since there were no comparable German models
available that can simplify on a paragraph-level, a
Pivot model is introduced for evaluation, consist-
ing of two machine translation models (Tiedemann
and Thottingal, 2020) and one simplification model
(Laban et al., 2021). This Pivot model is inspired
by a similar model introduced by (Mallinson et al.,
2020), which the authors used as a comparison in
their evaluation. First, the paragraph is translated
from German to English (de-en). The KiS model
can then simplify the English paragraph, before it
is translated back to German by the second trans-
lation model (en-de).

Because there is no single agreed-upon mea-
surement for simplicity (Alva-Manchego et al.,
2021), a combination of reference-based and
reference-less metrics has been used. SARI was
integrated as a reference-based simplification met-
ric. SARI showed the best correlation with human
judgements on simplicity gain compared to other
automatic metrics (Alva-Manchego et al., 2021). To
measure the syntactic simplicity, the Flesch Read-
ing Ease (FRE) for German has been used (Am-
stad, 1978). The mean FRE of the models’ outputs
FRE(S) and the average difference between the
FRE value of the original text and the simplifica-
tion, referred to as FRE diff, are calculated. For
measuring the lexical simplicity improvement Zipf
diff, the difference of the average Zipf values of all
non-stop words between the original paragraph P
and the simplification S are calculated. The score
smeaning is used to capture the meaning adequacy
of the simplifications. With this score, the models
are rated on how well the contents from the original
paragraph are preserved. Lastly, the compression
rate (Comp.) is measured.

Table 1 displays the automatic results on the
adapted TextComplexityDE dataset and on the
Wikipedia paragraphs. On the TextComplexityDE
dataset GUTS is slightly outperformed by the Pivot
model on SARI. Both models improve on FRE and
achieve, arguably, therefore syntactic simplification.
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TextComplexityDE
Model SARI FRE(S) FRE diff Zipf diff Meaning Comp.
manual reference - 46.847 21.194 0.274 0.896 0.933
GUTS 0.348 37.448 11.795 0.059 0.875 0.789
Pivot 0.370 38.712 13.059 0.206 0.727 0.863

Wikipedia Paragraphs
GUTS - 53.130 9.376 -0.001 0.819 0.731
Pivot - 50.187 6.402 0.243 0.549 0.766

Table 1: Automatic results of TextComplexityDE and Wikipedia

The Pivot model outperforms GUTS on both met-
rics. Both models performed reasonably well on
meaning preservation. GUTS even comes close to
the reference baseline, since it was directly trained
on this score. The Pivot model lags behind in this
area, indicating that its simplifications did not cap-
ture as much information from the original para-
graph, according to smeaning. All models tend to
shorten the texts during simplification, shown by
the compression values.

The evaluation on the Wikipedia paragraphs is
performed with only reference-less metrics. GUTS
achieves better FRE values than the pivot model
for this dataset, but has worse results on the Zipf
scores, showing no gain for this metric. GUTS
achieves the best meaning preservation scores on
this dataset.

To further evaluate the performance of GUTS,
a limited manual evaluation has been conducted
outlined in the following section.

4.3. Observations
In the following, the simplifications produced by the
models are manually evaluated. Note that these
are observations by the authors, focusing on sim-
plification phenomena and common problems with
GUTS. This is done to guide future work to improve
the system.

4.3.1. Simplification Phenomena

With GUTS, some lexical simplifications in the form
of substitutions with synonyms could be observed,
but most of the examples were not necessarily sim-
pler. Sometimes words that do not exist in German
were used as substitutes. Many lexical changes
in simplifications were not synonyms but involved
shortening of words. A part of a composed word
was deleted during simplification and the rest was
kept. This sometimes resulted in arguably simpler
words without changing the content of the text. For
instance, GUTS replaced the word “Schlossräume”
(English: “palace rooms”), with a Zipf value of 1.08,
with “Räume” (English: “rooms”) with a value of 4.4,
indicating a lexical simplification that did not signifi-
cantly change the meaning of the sentence. Most

of these word shortenings removed important infor-
mation from the sentence and result in a misleading
simplification. For example: The word “Präsiden-
tenflugzeug” (English: “presidential plane”) was
reduced to only “Präsident” (English: “president”).

For structural changes of the paragraphs rarely
any sentence splittings were observed with GUTS
or the Pivot model. Both models tend to delete parts
of the text to make shorter sentences rather than
splitting them. In many observations the arguably
most important statement of the sentence is pre-
served. Deletions can help the reader understand
texts better by removing non-essential information
that may be confusing to a low literacy reader.

4.3.2. Problems

Guaranteeing the fluency and readability of a text
is one of the most critical aspects of natural lan-
guage generation tasks such as text simplification.
One big limitation of GUTS were non-fluent text
and grammatical mistakes in the generated sim-
plifications that occurred in most of the evaluated
outputs. Many of these were minor errors, like con-
fusing German articles, e.g. using “das” instead
of “der” or making mistakes with the tense of a
word, for example, using the present instead of past
tense. GUTS regularly produced some of the previ-
ously mentioned grammatical issues but rarely had
completely incoherent outputs. The Pivot model
showed the least amount of grammatical mistakes.

Another common issue were problems with faith-
fulness. Factual inconsistencies between source
and generated texts were frequently observed with
the simplifications of GUTS. One of the most com-
mon inconsistencies were numeric values, such
as dates or measurements. These inconsistencies
with numbers were not considered by any scor-
ing method for the reward. For future work, the
score for hallucination detection shallucination could
be extended to take numbers and dates into ac-
count, like Laban et al. (2021) did in their approach.
The results of the Pivot model rarely contained the
faithfulness issues from above. However, it rather
introduced new sentences or phrases to the simpli-
fication, that were hallucinated.
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5. Discussion

To bypass the data scarcity for German text simpli-
fication datasets, this work showed the first unsu-
pervised text simplification approach for the Ger-
man language. Furthermore the system is able to
simplify on a paragraph-level. While many simpli-
fication phenomena happen on a paragraph-level
(Alva-Manchego et al., 2019), most of the previ-
ous research on ATS has been performed on a
sentence-level.

Another contribution in this work has been the
novel hallucination detection method. This method
is arguably implemented more dynamically than the
implementation in KiS (Laban et al., 2021, §3.4.2),
which directly matches the named entities in the
source text and the generated text. However, their
score also identifies false and hallucinated numeric
values that our scoring function shallucination could
not do.

The meaning preservation score in this work
is also a novel contribution. The score in this
work presents a combination of sentence alignment
and similarity measuring using BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2020), in order to rate how well the content of
the original paragraph is preserved in the generated
simplification.

Different problems and limitations were detected
during the analysis of the rewards, the conducted
experiments, and the evaluation of GUTS. For fur-
ther exploration of the approach presented in this
work, different parameters and settings need to be
explored. Also, the individual reward scores should
be investigated and improved further. GUTS lacked
lexical and syntactic simplification phenomena, e.g.
simpler vocabulary or sentence splitting.

Grammatical mistakes and non-fluent samples
during the experiments were also an issue in this
work. This is one of the most important criteria and
needs to be reliable for an ATS system. Unfortu-
nately, there is no research for measuring fluency
of German texts to the authors’ knowledge.

Non-factual content in the produced simplifica-
tions was another dominant issue with GUTS. This
limitation is an ongoing research field for text gener-
ation tasks, such as summarization (Fischer, 2021;
Cao et al., 2018; Falke, 2019). The GUTS model
regularly generated simplifications with incorrect
numbers and dates. Furthermore, the models
sometimes even introduced hallucinations to the
simplifications, which led to disinformation.

We hope that future research addresses the prob-
lems and challenges identified in this work by build-
ing upon this contribution.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Datasets and Preprocessing

The German Wikipedia dump1 from the 21st of
January 2022 was downloaded and processed as
follows:

1. The dump is preprocessed into articles using
WikiExtractor (Attardi, 2015).

2. Empty articles are removed.

3. Articles are split into individual paragraphs at
each new line (“\n”), resulting in 10.8 million
paragraphs.

4. The paragraphs are further cut down into a
length between 80 and 175 tokens.

The resulting dataset consists of 1,080,000 para-
graphs with an average number of 4.6 sentences
and 93.8 words. The data is available in the Github
repository. Even though the transformer models
used for this approach can handle a sequence
length of at least 512 tokens, the paragraphs are
cut down to a maximum of 175 tokens. This has
been done to speed up each training step and limit
the GPU memory consumption by the models.

The TextComplexityDE contains 23 articles split
into sentences with their corresponding simplifica-
tion. Since this approach aims to simplify on a
paragraph-level, the individual sentences from the
same Wikipedia articles were manually combined
to form paragraphs. Notably, in some occasions the
sentences in the composed articles were not logi-
cally sequential. While the GWW dataset contains
simpler simplifications than TextComplexityDE, the
information contained in the complex article and its
simplification differs more. For tuning the individual
reward scores the TextComplexityDE dataset and
the GWW dataset have been used as a reference
(see table 2 for more details).

A.2. Reward Scores

A.2.1. Lexical Simplicity

For determining lexical simplicity, the approach
from Laban et al. (2021) has been used. The score
relies on the observation that word frequency and
difficulty are correlated (Breland, 1996). First, we
strip all stop-words from the texts, as they should
not be considered. Next, all remaining words are
lemmatized, to have a more accurate comparison
between morphologically different words with the
same base form. Two sets of words are created:
One set contains all words that have been removed,

1https://dumps.wikimedia.org/dewiki/

and one set with words that have been added dur-
ing simplification. The most complex or to be pre-
cise least frequent 15% of words from both of these
sets are kept, all other words are filtered out. Then
the average Zipf value for each set is computed:
Zipfadd for the added words and Zipfrem for the
removed words. With these values, the lexical shift
shiftlexical between the simplification S and the
original paragraph P can be calculated. The score
is clipped between 0 and 1 and has a ramp shape,
where the score slexical falls off when achieving a
shiftlexical above the target value of 0.8. An exam-
ple is given in Figure 2.

A.2.2. Syntactic Simplicity

To measure the readability of their generator’s out-
put Laban et al. (2021, §3.1.1) used the readability
metric FKGL. Since there was no German adap-
tion for this metric, the adaption FRE was chosen
for this score instead (Amstad, 1978). Short sen-
tences with short words are scored well with these
metrics. The objective is to reward the model for
generating shorter sentences. For the syntactic
score ssyntactic, the approach from KiS has been
adapted. Laban et al. (2021, §3.1.1) argue that an
already syntactically simple paragraph should not
require any further simplification and define the tar-
get FKGL conditioned on the original paragraph’s
FKGL score. To calculate the score we use the
same scoring function as for slexical.

A.2.3. Language-Model Fluency

Again, we follow the work of KiS which is based
on Lau et al. (2017) showing that grammaticality of
a text can be measured by observing a language
models probability. The score was constructed by
taking the likelihood of the original and simplified
paragraph:

sfluency =

[
λ+ LM(P )− LM(S)

λ

]+
(3)

where LM(P ) and LM(S) stand for the likelihood
of the original and simplified paragraph that are
obtained by a masked language model. If the loss
of a generated simplification LM(S) is higher than
LM(P ) by λ or more, sfluency is set to 0. The score
is clipped between 0 and 1; if LM(S) is above or
equal to LM(P ), the score is 1 otherwise the score
is a linear interpolation between 0 and 1. (Laban
et al., 2021, §3.2.1) For more details on the model
and training used for this score see section A.3.2.

Unfortunately, adapting the LM-Fluency score
sfluency to the German language came with new
problems: The reward seemed to encourage
shorter and more probable words, especially ar-
ticles like “der”, “die”, “das” (English: “The” ). This

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/dewiki/
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Dataset parallel articles avg number of sentences avg number of words
original simplification original simplification

TextComplexityDE 23 11.00 23.43 286.48 282.52
GWW 52 5.52 8.98 82.31 67.29

Table 2: Statistics of reference datasets TextComplexityDE and GWW

might be because articles are relatively frequent
words and therefore overall very probable in Ger-
man, which results in a smaller loss. It was found
that just adding repeating articles to a text often
decreases the overall loss of a text, therefore scor-
ing it as more fluent. To mitigate this problem the
Article Repetition Penalty was employed for this,
see section 3.2.3.

A.2.4. Discriminator Fluency

The Language-Model Fluency score can be limiting
as it is static and deterministic (Laban et al., 2021,
§3.2.2). Therefore it can be exploited by the gener-
ator. To counter this we incorporate a score sdiscr
based on a dynamic discriminator which they used
in KiS. In this case, the generator simplifies the
examples and the discriminator tries to predict if a
given paragraph is a generated simplification or an
original paragraph written by a human. During the
generator’s training process, both the simplification
outputs and the original paragraphs are added to
the discriminators training buffer. The original para-
graphs are assigned a label of 1, and the generator
outputs a label of 0. When the buffer reaches n
samples, the discriminator is trained and the buffer
is emptied again. More details are available in sec-
tion A.3.2.

A.2.5. Brevity

The brevity guardrail is a score that ensures that
the length of a generated simplification falls into the
range of the original paragraph. The brevity score
was configured to return 0.9999 if 0.6 ≤ C ≤ 1.3,
otherwise it returns 0.0001.

A.3. Training Details

A.3.1. Generator

A German version of the medium GPT-2 model
GerPT-2 (Minixhofer, 2020) with 345M parame-
ters was used for the generator. The training
was performed on a workstation with 64 GB of
RAM, an I9-9900K processor, and two RTX 2080
Ti GPUs with 11GB memory. All training tasks
performed in this work used Automatic Mixed Pre-
cision (AMP) to save memory during training and
increase the speed. For optimization, AdamW was

used (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017). For experi-
ment tracking and visualization, Weights & Biases
has been utilized (Biewald, 2020).

First, the model was pre-trained on the copy task.
Using this task, the generator learns to output an
exact or close copy of the input. This is a good
baseline to start the simplification process. When
the generator was trained for too long on the copy
task, the sampled simplification candidates during
simplification training were often too similar or even
an exact copy of the original text. This low diversity
resulted in very similar rewards, which limited the
training signal for the generator. For the copy task,
the training script from the Summary Loop Github
repository has been used (Laban et al., 2020). The
generator was fine-tuned with a learning rate of
2 · 10−5, with a batch size of eight examples. The
model was trained on this task for about 1800 train-
ing steps (25 minutes).

For the simplification training with k-SCST a
learning rate of 4·10−5 was chosen. A batch-size of
one example was applied, meaning after sampling
and scoring k = 8 simplification candidates condi-
tioned on one original paragraph, the generator is
then optimized. The simplifications were sampled
using nucleus sampling with p = 0.95, combined
with a top-K value of K = 5. Additionally a setting
suppressing the repetition of 5-grams in a sequence
was employed during sampling to avoid repeating
phrases. The p value was chosen based on the
research of Holtzman et al. (2020). They argue
that values between 0.9 and 1 are the most reli-
able, and lower values tend to generate repetitions.
The value K = 5 was selected relatively low, as
it produced the most reliable results considering
the meaning preservation, hallucination and brevity
scores in the beginning. In retrospect, the top-K
value may have been chosen too low, limiting the di-
versity of the candidates and restricting the nucleus
sampling capabilities.

Our main model GUTS was trained for over
110,000 steps (roughly five days). Table 3
shows how the reward scores during training were
weighted.
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GUTS
slexical 0.5
ssyntactic 3.0
smeaning 4.0
sfluency 0.5
sdiscr 0.5
sbrevity 1.0
shallucination 1.0
sngram 1.0
sarticles 1.0

Table 3: Score weights used for training

A.3.2. Fluency Models

The model used for sfluency is a German BERT
base model2, with 110M parameters. It was fine-
tuned on Wikipedia articles to better capture the
linguistic properties of the domain. The model
was trained for roughly 20,000 steps using AdamW
(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) as an optimizer with
a learning rate of 10−5 and a batch size of eight
examples.

The Discriminator for the score sdiscr was trained
on a buffer consisting of original paragraphs and
generated simplifications, collected during the train-
ing process. When the buffer reaches 4000 sam-
ples, the discriminator is trained with the data. Af-
terwards the buffer gets emptied again. The same
German BERT base model mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraph is used here again. It is trained
using 90% of the training buffer for the discriminator.
The discriminator is trained for five epochs. The
end of each epoch is used as a checkpoint, where
the discriminator model is saved along with the F1
performance tested on the last 10% of the train-
ing buffer. The best model of the five checkpoints
is kept as the new discriminator until the training
buffer reaches 4000 samples again. The model
is trained using AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2017) as an optimizer with a learning rate of 10−5,
a batch size of 6 and AMP.

A.3.3. Further models

For the meaning preservation score smeaning a fine-
tuned distilbert model3, with 66M parameters, has
been used for the sentence alignment. For calculat-
ing the BERTScore for smeaning and shallucination
the same German BERT base model described in
section A.2.3) was utilized. For the NER tagging

2https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-bas
e-german-cased

3https://huggingface.co/sentence-trans
formers/msmarco-distilbert-multilingua
l-en-de-v2-tmp-lng-aligned

in shallucination another finetuned distilbert model4
was applied.

4https://huggingface.co/Davlan/distil
bert-base-multilingual-cased-ner-hrl

https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-german-cased
https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-german-cased
https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/msmarco-distilbert-multilingual-en-de-v2-tmp-lng-aligned
https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/msmarco-distilbert-multilingual-en-de-v2-tmp-lng-aligned
https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/msmarco-distilbert-multilingual-en-de-v2-tmp-lng-aligned
https://huggingface.co/Davlan/distilbert-base-multilingual-cased-ner-hrl
https://huggingface.co/Davlan/distilbert-base-multilingual-cased-ner-hrl
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A.4. Simplification examples
A.4.1. Simplification example 1
Original Halvarsson gewann bei der Junioreneuropameisterschaft 1979 in Achenkirch die Bronzemedaille im
Slalom. Die ersten Punkte in einem Weltcuprennen holte er am 10. März 1980 als Zehnter des Slaloms von Cortina
d’Ampezzo. Im selben Jahr gewann er den schwedischen Riesenslalom-Meistertitel. In den zwei folgenden Wintern
fuhr er im Weltcup je zwei Mal unter die besten 15, während er beim Slalomrennen der Weltmeisterschaft 1982
ausschied. In der Saison 1982/83 gelangen ihm sechs Platzierungen unter den besten 15, darunter ein sechster
Platz in Kranjska Gora.

GUTS Hvar gewann bei der Junioren Europameisterschaft 1979 in Achenkirchen die Bronzemed Medaille im
Slalom. Der ersten Punkte in einem Wettkampf holte er am 10.“ Bis zum Zehnten des Slaloms” von Cortina d’Ampezzo.
Beim selben Jahr gewann er die schwedischen Riesenslalom. In den zwei Jahren fuhr er im Weltcup jeweils zwei
Mal unter die guten 15, während er bei beim Slalom gegeneinander ausschied. In den Saison 1982/83 gelang ihm
sechs Platzierungen unter dem besten 15, darunter einen sechster Platz in Ku.

Pivot Halvarsson gewann die Bronzemedaille bei der Junioren-Europameisterschaft 1979. Er war einer der ersten
Spieler, der die Slalombarriere durchbrach, und er gewann die ersten beiden Punkte in einem Rennen am 10. März
1980. Zwei Jahre zuvor hatte er den schwedischen Riesen-Slalom gewonnen, aber dieses Mal war er am Rande des
Sieges. In den folgenden zwei Wintern gewann er die schwedische Meisterschaft, einschließlich des Slaloms, und
zog sich in der Saison 1982/83.

A.4.2. Simplification example 2
Original Mizuo Peck wuchs in New York auf und stand bereits in jungen Jahren auf der Theaterbühne. Sie
besuchte die Theaterabteilung der State University of New York und machte ihr Filmdebüt im Jahr 2000 in dem
deutschen Fernsehfilm “Nicht heulen, Husky” neben Heiner Lauterbach und Barbara Rudnik. Bekannt wurde sie aber
vor allem durch ihre Rolle als Sacajawea in der dreiteiligen Filmreihe “Nachts im Museum” zwischen 2006 und 2014.

GUTS Mizuo Pecks wuchs in New York und stand bereits in den jungen Jahren auf der Bühne. Sie besuchte die
Schauspielabteilung der State University von New York und machte sich ihr Filmdebüt. Bekannt wurde sie doch vor
allem durch ihre Rollen als Sacajawe in der dreiteiligsten Filmreihe “Nacht” zwischen 2006 und 2015.

Pivot Mizuo Peck wurde in New York geboren und hatte bereits in jungen Jahren eine Karriere als Theater-
darstellerin. Sie besuchte die Theaterabteilung der State University of New York und debütierte Ende 2000 in einer
deutschen TV-Serie mit dem Titel “Nicht heulen, Husky”. Doch bald wurde sie in ihrem eigenen Film Sacajawea zur
Vollzeitdarstellerin,

A.4.3. Simplification example 3
Original König Dom Manuel I. nahm ab dem Ende des 15. Jahrhunderts weitreichende Neugestaltungen in
der Stadt Sintra vor. Ab dem 16. Jahrhundert nahm die Beliebtheit Sintras bei den Oberschichten zu, und adlige
Familien errichteten im Kreis Sintra einige Herrenhäuser. Das Erdbeben von Lissabon 1755 rief auch in Sintra
erhebliche Zerstörungen hervor, denen in der Folge umfangreiche Arbeiten des Wiederaufbaus folgten. Ende
18. Jahrhundert entstand mit der Textildruckerei und -färberei “Fábrica de Estamparia de Rio de Mouro” die erste
industrielle Einrichtung im Kreis.

GUTS König Dom Manuel I nahm ab dem Ende der 15. Jahrhundert weitreichende Neugestaltungen. In der Stadt
Sintra ab dem 16. Jahrhundert gab die Beliebtheit Sintras. Ab dem 16 Jahr nahm die Beliebtheit Sintra bei den
Oberschichten bei, und adlige Familie errichteten im Kreis Sint. Das Erdbeben von Liss 1755 rief auch noch in Sintra
erhebliche Schäden hervor, denen in den Folge umfangreiche Arbeiten des Aufbaus folgten. Ende 19. Jahrhundert
entstand mit dem Textilddruckerei und -firberei “Fébrica de Estaparia de Rio de” die erste industrielle Organisation im
Kreis.

Pivot Seit dem Ende des 15. Jahrhunderts wurde Sintra umfassend renoviert. Ab dem 16. Jahrhundert war die
Stadt für ihre hohe Lebensqualität bekannt geworden. Von dort aus begannen Adelsfamilien, im Kreis Sintra Villen
zu bauen, die eine große Anzahl von Geschäften und Restaurants umfassten. Das Erdbeben in Lissabon im Jahr
1755 verursachte auch erhebliche Schäden, was zu umfangreichen Wiederaufbauarbeiten führte. Ende des 18.
Jahrhunderts wurde die erste Industrieanlage in der Gegend
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Figure 2: Example for the calculation of slexical
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Figure 3: Hallucination detection algorithm. The confusion matrix is calculated with BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2020) using the original text and the simplification. Then, the entities in the simplification are
detected: In this case “Martha-Maria” and “Frankfurt”. For each of the entities the highest similarity value
in the matrix is selected. If the value is below the threshold of 0.74, it is assumed that a hallucination is
present.
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